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ABSTRACT Wide-area optical networks face significant transmission challenges due to the relentless
growth of bandwidth demands experienced nowadays. Network operators must consider the relationship
between modulation format and maximum reach for each connection request due to the accumulation of
physical layer impairments in optical fiber links, to guarantee a minimum quality of service (QoS) and
quality of transmission (QoT) to all connection requests. In this work, we present a BER-adaptive solution
to solve the routing, modulation format, and spectrum assignment (RMLSA) problem for wide-area elastic
optical networks. Our main goal is to maximize successful connection requests in wide-area networks while
choosing modulation formats with the highest efficiency possible. Consequently, our technique uses an
adaptive bit-error-rate (BER) threshold to achieve communication with the best QoT in the most efficient
manner, using the strictest BER value and the modulation format with the smallest bandwidth possible.
Additionally, the proposed algorithm relies on 3R regeneration devices to enable long-distances communications if transparent communication cannot be achieved. We assessed our method through simulations for
various network conditions, such as the number of regenerators per node, traffic load per user, and BER
threshold values. In a scenario without regenerators, the BER-Adaptive algorithm performs similarly to the
most relaxed fixed BER threshold studied in blocking probability. However, it ensures a higher QoT to most
of the connection requests. The proposed algorithm thrives with the use of regenerators, showing the best
performance among the studied solutions, enabling long-distance communications with a high QoT and low
blocking probability.
INDEX TERMS Elastic optical networks, routing, modulation level, spectrum allocation, bit error rate,
quality of service.

I. INTRODUCTION

The bandwidth demand over telecommunication networks
has increased explosively over time, with average increases
of approximately 30% per year [1]. So far, optical network
infrastructures have been able to support the increasing traffic
demands. However, several studies have anticipated a potential ‘‘capacity crunch’’ on current networks [2], [3], arising
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from the limits imposed by Kerr non-linearity. Therefore,
a potential inability to support future traffic demands will be
reached shortly.
One course of action to overcome this problem is to manage the installed network infrastructure efficiently [4], [5].
Nowadays, signals are multiplexed and transmitted using
different carrier frequencies/wavelengths within a preestablished grid (50 or 100 GHz separation per channel) [6].
To satisfy the growth in traffic demand, Internet Service
Providers are increasing the user bit-rates within this fixed
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transmission grid, relying on complex modulation formats,
higher symbol rates, or both [4].
To overcome this scenario, a new architecture was proposed during the last decade called ‘‘Elastic Optical Networks’’ (EON) [1], [7]. EON assign the frequency spectrum
to different users based on their bandwidth requirements.
The spectrum is divided into subsections of 12.5 GHz called
‘‘frequency slot units’’ (FSUs), which can be grouped flexibly
to provide sufficient spectrum for each user according to
their needs. This way, flexible operation may minimize idle
bandwidth and serve a greater number of users, compared to
a fixed grid.
One of the main tasks operators of EON must solve is to
assign a path and a portion of the spectrum to each connection
request. This problem is known as the ‘‘routing and spectrum assignment’’ (RSA) problem. In wide-area networks,
such as continental networks, the problem becomes more
complex, since the relationship between modulation format
and a maximum reach for each connection request must be
considered. This problem is known as the ‘‘routing, modulation level, and spectrum assignment’’ (RMLSA) problem.
Then, for a given transmission request, the RMLSA problem
consists on finding a path, a modulation format suitable for
the path length, and a portion of the optical spectrum on
the path (measured as the number of FSUs) [8]–[16]. The
connections are only achievable if an acceptable quality of
transmission (QoT) is obtained after transmission considering the physical layer impairments (PLI) accumulated during
propagation. In optical fiber links, amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise and non-linear distortions accumulate
over distance and, in practice, cannot be entirely compensated
for. RMLSA solutions must ensure both an acceptable blocking probability, that measures the chance that a given user
may not transmit due to a lack of resources, and a minimum
QoT for each user request. Thus, a given transmission request
succeeds if enough resources are available on the selected
path, and the QoT threshold is not exceeded; else, the request
is rejected.
Standard approaches to solve the RMLSA problem establish end-to-end all-optical communication (i.e., transparent)
between source-destination node pairs [10]–[17]. However,
the accumulation of PLI limits the generation of transparent
connections in wide-area elastic optical networks. Several
users may not achieve transparent communication through
long distances despite the modulation format chosen. Therefore, the use of 3R (Re-amplification, Re-shaping, and Retiming) regeneration in wide-area elastic optical networks
cannot be avoided. Besides, due to the relentless growth of
bandwidth demands, some communications must use highly
efficient modulation formats to avoid excessive use of frequency slots. However, these modulation formats have low
noise tolerance, strengthening the need to consider regeneration devices on the RMLSA approaches.
In this context, different RMLSA algorithms approaches
have been proposed in the literature using 3R regeneration. In [18], the authors present an RMLSA scheme using
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regenerators that minimizes the network energy consumption and reduces the blocking probability of the users.
They achieve these goals ensuring a predefined BER threshold, calculated using a physical layer model that includes
both ASE noise and non-linear phenomena [19]. In [20],
the authors consider energy efficiency parameters in the
resource assignment procedures but only use ASE noise in
the physical layer with a fixed BER threshold value of 10−9 .
Authors of [21] present an adaptive routing algorithm using
a cost function to choose the path and regeneration nodes,
considering link usage metrics and penalizing the use of
regenerators. Nevertheless, the computation overhead of an
adaptive routing strategy is significantly higher than the fixed
or fixed-alternate solutions.
RMLSA algorithms considering 3R regeneration devices
use regenerators assignment policies to choose in which node
along the user path the 3R regeneration is going to take place.
Authors of [22], [23] formulate two regenerator assignment
policies denoted as FLR (First Longest Reach Regenerator)
and FNS (First Narrowest Spectrum Regenerator). The first
one establishes the longest reach transparent segment-first,
regenerating as far away from the source node as possible. The second one also establishes the longest transparent segment, but with the most efficient modulation format.
In [24], [25] the authors propose CIRA (Circuit Invigorating
Regenerator Assignment), which is a variation of FLR, establishing a connection based on the spectrum availability on the
candidate route and the detrimental effect due to PLI..
The described solutions of the RMLSA problem rely on
a predefined BER threshold to establish or reject a given
communication request. The BER thresholds define if a transmission has an acceptable quality, and, at the same time,
they determine the maximum reach for a modulation format
- bit rate pair. Accordingly, an optical connection request
can be accepted or rejected depending on this parameter.
In general, for wide-area optical networks, a permissive
BER threshold leads to a low rate of blocking transmission
requests due to optical reach, and a strict BER threshold
decreases the capability to achieve long-distance communications. Notwithstanding, both BER threshold criteria allow
for successful transmissions, but with different signal quality
which may be corrected at the receiver to some extent. One
of the primary goals in optical communications is to successfully accomplish transmission requests. Consequently,
a fixed BER threshold value may not be enough to maximize
communications in wide-area networks.
In this work, we propose a BER-adaptive RMLSA
algorithm to manage wide-area elastic optical networks
efficiently. The main motivation is to enable long distance
transmissions with a high QoT using an spectrally efficient
modulation format. This is achieved customizing the BER
thresholds in an adaptive manner, and using one regenerator
device per connection request, if necessary. For each connection request the algorithm prioritizes to reach the destination
with the best BER possible, and secondly, it chooses the most
efficient modulation level in terms of capacity demanded.
128019
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FIGURE 1. BER-Adaptive RMLSA flow chart.

In this way, we maximize the transmission acceptance rate,
while using the minimum amount of FSUs, and with the best
(most strict/lowest) BER value possible.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II presents our proposal to solve the RMLSA problem. In Section III, we display the physical layer model and
network simulation tools used to assess the performance of
the proposed algorithm. Next, Section IV contains numerical
examples of the proposed algorithm. Finally, we provide
some conclusions and remarks in Section V.
II. BER-ADAPTIVE RMLSA STRATEGY

In this section, the used network and traffic models and the
associated assumptions are presented. Then, the definitions
used within the algorithms are described, and finally, the proposed algorithm to solve the RMLSA problem is presented.
A. NETWORK AND TRAFFIC MODEL

The graph G = (N , E) represents the network topology,
where N is the set of network nodes, and E is the set of unidirectional links (the arcs in G). The set of users X is composed
by all the source-destination pairs (s, d) with communication
between them.
We use an ON-OFF model to represent the traffic between
a given source-destination pair. Consider user (s, d). During
any of its ON periods, with average length tON (s,d) , the source
transmits at a constant rate. During an OFF period, with
average length tOFF (s,d) , the source refrains from transmitting
data.
The used technology determines the constant transmission
rate during the ON periods, but to simplify the presentation,
the rate was set to unity. Consequently, the traffic load of a
user (s, d), denoted by %(s,d) , is given by:
%(s,d) =
128020

tON (s,d)
.
tON (s,d) + tOFF (s,d)

(1)

In this work we consider the case where the load is equal
for all users, the so called homogeneous situation.
B. BER-ADAPTIVE RMLSA ALGORITHM

The main steps of our BER-Adaptive RMLSA solution are
illustrated in Figure 1 and explained on the pseudo-code
presented in Algorithm 1. The definitions required for the
explanation of the algorithm are presented in the following
list:
• Bs,d is the bit-rate required by the connection between
s and d;

• The set BERth =
BER1th , . . . BEReth , . . . BEREth is
composed of the BER threshold considered to establish
optical connections. The elements are ordered from most
strict BER to the most relaxed one. The cardinality of
this set is E; 
• The set β = B1 , B2 , . . . Bu , . . . BU is composed of the
transmission rates available at the flexible transponders.
The parameter Bu denotes the u-th bit-rate available on
the set;

• The set M = M 1 , M 2 , . . . M j , . . . M J contains the
J modulation formats available on the flexible transponders. The element M j denotes the j-th modulation format
on the set;
n
o
• The set Ps,d
=
P1s,d , P2s,d , . . . Pks,d , . . . PK
is
s,d
composed of the K candidate paths between the
nodes s and d. The Pks,d element denotes the k-th shortest route. These paths can be pre-computed using any
method available in
o [26]);
n the literature (for instance,
k
1
2
K
• The set Ls,d = Ls,d , Ls,d , . . . Ls,d , . . . Ls,d is composed of the path lengths of the user (s, d), in kilometers
k is the length of the k-th route of a
(km), in which Ls,d
k
user (s, d) (Ps,d );
• Let C be the link capacity in terms of FSUs.
• The matrix FSU(A, D) is composed by the elements
FSU [m, b], and stores the number of FSUs required
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for a modulation format m and a transmission rate b,
∀m ∈ A ⊆ M and b ∈ D ⊆ β.
• The procedure FM(Ls,d , Bs,d , BEReth ) computes a list
of modulation formats with an optical reach equal or
higher than Ls,d , considering the bit-rate Bs,d , and the
BER threshold BEReth .
The proposed algorithm works as follows: Upon receiving
a connection request between nodes s and d, with a bit-rate
of Bs,d , the algorithm searches for the available capacity to
transmit in the candidate paths using the most strict BER
threshold first (line 1). The first inner loop (line 2 to 7)
attempts to allocate a transparent connection in one of the K
different paths in the set Ps,d . If a transparent connection is
not allocated, then the second loop (lines 8 to 13) follows an
identical process but using one regeneration device per path.
If a connection request could not be assigned in any loop,
then the algorithm repeats the process considering the next
BER threshold on the list.
Algorithm 1 BER-Adaptive RMLSA Algorithm
Require: s, d, Bs,d , BERth , Ls,d , Ps,d , K , C.
1: for {e ∈ Z+ : e ≤ E} do
2:
for {k ∈ Z+ : k ≤ K } do
k , B , BERe , Pk , C)
3:
rtnA = Stage_A(Ls,d
s,d
th
s,d
4:
if rtnA = successful then
5:
return resources allocated
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
for {k ∈ Z+ : k ≤ K } do
k , B , BERe , Pk , C)
9:
rtnB = Stage_B(Ls,d
s,d
th
s,d
10:
if rtnB = successful then
11:
return resources allocated
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for
15: return reject request
Lines 3 and 9 show the two sub-procedures Stage_A
and Stage_B, which are explained in detail next.
Stage A: In this stage, the feasibility of establishing a
transparent connection is evaluated considering a given BER
threshold value BERth . In this stage the modulation format
that requires the lowest number of FSUs, and has an optical
reach greater than or equal to the length of the selected path is
chosen. Subsequently, the spectrum assignment (SA) procedure is executed. The SA problem has been widely covered in
the literature [1], [27]. Among them, First-Fit is currently the
most popular method, due to its good performance in terms
of blocking probability with low computational complexity.
As a consequence, First-Fit (denoted as FF) was used to
allocate the FSUs, saving its return state in rtn variable. The
FF procedure must comply with the known continuity and
contiguity constraints. The continuity constraint states that
the FSUs assigned to one connection must be maintained
along the entire origin-destination path. On the other hand,
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the contiguity constraint states that, if the user bandwidth
requirements must be satisfied with more than one FSU, they
must be contiguous in the spectrum.
Symbolically we evaluate this stage by writing Stage_A(),
displayed as a pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Stage a
Require: Ls,d , Bs,d , BERth , Ps,d , C.
1: A = FM(Ls,d , Bs,d , BERth )
2: if A 6 = ∅ then
3:
n = min(FSU(A, {Bs,d }))
4:
rtn = FF(Ps,d , n, C)
5:
if rtn = successful then
6:
return successful
7:
else
8:
return Non-successful
9:
end if
10: else
11:
return Non-successful
12: end if
For a path Ps,d , in line 1, the algorithm calculates the set
of the modulation formats A complying with the required
optical reach for transparent communication considering a
specific BER threshold value. If this set has at least one
element, then the modulation format requiring the lowest
number of FSUs is selected (line 3). Next, the spectrum allocation algorithm (FF) is executed to find a set of contiguous
and continuous FSUs on the links belonging to the analyzed
path. If the FF algorithm finds a solution, then the process
returns successful (value of variable rtnA in line 3 of Algorithm 1), and the resources are reserved, and the connection
is established. Otherwise, the process returns Non successful.
Stage B: This stage is executed when it is not possible
to establish a transparent connection between node s and d
through any path in Ps,d considering a specific value of BER
threshold. In this case, the algorithm divides the path into
2 sub-paths, with a regeneration device in the node between
them. To understand stage B, some additional definitions are
described as follows:
• Let N (Ps,d ) be the number of nodes in route Ps,d .
• Let (Ni ) be the number of conversion/regeneration
devices available at the node Ni of the path Ps,d in a given
time.
• Let S(Ps,d )
=
{S 1 (Ps,d ), . . . , S i (Ps,d ), . . . . . . ,
N
(P
)−2
S s,d (Ps,d )} be the set of segments in path Ps,d ,
such that segment S i (Ps,d ) originates at the source node
s of path Ps,d , and ends at the i-th node previous to node
d along the path. Figure 2 shows an example of a path
(PAD ) consisting of 4 nodes between nodes A and D.
In this case, the set S(PAD ) has two elements: segments
S 1 (PAD ) and S 2 (PAD ).
• Let
S(Ps,d )∗
=
{S 1 (Ps,d )∗ , . . . , S i (Ps,d )∗ ,
N
(P
)−2
∗
. . . . . . , S s,d (Ps,d ) } be the set of segments in Ps,d
such that segment S i (Ps,d )∗ starts at the i-th node previous to destination node d and ends at node d. Figure 2
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FIGURE 2. Set of segments associated with a 4-node path.

shows these segments for the 4-node path between nodes
A and D.
• Let L[S i (Ps,d )] and L[S i (Ps,d )∗ ] be the length, in km,
of segments S i (Ps,d ) and S i (Ps,d )∗ , respectively.
• Let
FM(L[S i (Ps,d )], Bs,d , BERth ) and FM(L
i
[S (Ps,d )∗ ), Bs,d , BERth ] be the sets of modulation formats in M that, along with the bit rate Bs,d ∈ β, have
an optical reach equal to or higher than L[S i (Ps,d )] and
L[S i (Ps,d )∗ ], respectively, considering a specific value
BERth by bit error rate.
Symbolically we call Stage B by writing Stage_B(), shown
as a pseudo-code in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Stage B
Require: Ls,d , Bs,d , BERth , Ps,d , C.
1: for {i ∈ Z+ : i ≤ N (Ps,d ) − 2} do
2:
if (Ni ) 6 = 0 then
3:
A = FM(L[S i (Ps,d )], Bs,d , BERth )
4:
if A = ∅ then
5:
return Non-successful
6:
end if
7:
n1 = min(FSU(A, {Bs,d }))
8:
rtn1 = FF(S i (Ps,d ), n1 , C)
9:
if rtn1 = successful then
10:
A∗ = FM(L[S i (Ps,d )∗ ], Bs,d , BERth )
11:
if A∗ = ∅ then
12:
return Non-successful
13:
end if
14:
n2 = min(FSU(A∗ , {Bs,d }))
15:
rtn2 = FF(S i (Ps,d )∗ , n2 , C)
16:
if rtn2 = successful then
17:
return successful
18:
else
19:
release resources
20:
end if
21:
end if
22:
end if
23: end for
24: return Non-successful
In this stage, path Ps,d is divided into two segments (loop
in lines 1 to 23). If the node between both segments has generators available (line 2), then the algorithm tries to allocate
resources for the first segment (lines 3 to 8). If the allocation
is successful, then the resource assignment for the second
128022

segment is attempted (lines 9 to 15). It is assumed that the
regeneration device can convert the modulation format and
change the spectral position, using the First-Fit spectrum allocation procedure. If the connection between s and d cannot
be established using these two segments, stage B re-starts
considering a different set of segments. This procedure is
repeated until the connection can be established (in this case,
the process return rtnB = successful in line 9 of Algorithm 1)
or until all the segment combinations in the path have been
unsuccessfully attempted (rtnB = Non-successful on line 9
of Algorithm 1). The regenerator allocation policy used is
based on the First Longest Reach Regenerator (FLR) algorithm [24].
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

The total time complexity of the BER-adaptive RMLSA algorithm is calculated in four parts: FF algorithm, stage A, stage
B, and the external for loop in Algorithm 1.
The time complexity of the FF algorithm is given by the
maximum number of links ` in a path, and the number of total
FSU by link C. So time complexity of FF is OFF (` · C). Line
3 of Stage A depends on the number of modulation formats
J and bit-rates |{Bs,d }|, having a complexity time of O(J ·
|{Bs,d }|). However, in practice, and simplifying the analysis,
J ·|{Bs,d }| generally will be less than `·C, so complexity time
of stage A will be OStage_A = OFF = OStage_A (`·C). Finally,
Stage B has a similar analysis to stage A, but it has an extra
outer loop. Then time complexity of Stage B is OStage_B (` ·
` · C) = OStage_B (`2 · C).
Total time complexity is given by cardinality of the set
BERth , K-Shortest Path, and the stage B algorithm: O(E ·
K · `2 · C), whose parameters are the cardinality of the set
composed by the BER thresholds E, the number of paths K ,
the maximum number of links in a path `, and the number of
FSU C.
III. PHYSICAL LAYER MODEL AND NETWORK
SIMULATION

Network simulations were carried out to assess the performance of the proposed RMLSA algorithm. The input for
the network simulations is a set of the maximum achievable
reach (MAR) for each modulation format - bit rate pair
available in the transponders for every BER threshold in
the BERth set. To calculate the maximum reach for each
modulation format and BER combinations, the GN model
was used to estimate a received signal-to-noise ratio after
transmission [28], [29].
In this article, we consider a coherent lightwave system transmitting information using a single polarization,
where chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dispersion are ideally compensated for using digital signal processing. Additionally, cross-phase modulation and self-phase
modulation are the principal non-linear effects. Furthermore,
we assume that all components are carefully designed to
avoid any additional source of noise, signal degradation, and
crosstalk. For this system, the received SNR was used as a
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 1. Fiber parameters for maximum reach calculation.

performance metric and was calculated using:
pin
SNR =
,
ηASE + ηNLI

(2)

where pin is the average input power, ηASE is the ASE noise
power, and ηNLI is the non-linear interference (NLI) noise
power. For an amplification scheme based on erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), where links are made up of identical spans, and the loss of each span is exactly compensated by
EDFAs, the total ASE noise power over a single polarization
at the receiver is given by [30]:
1
FEDFA Ns hvAspan Bch ,
(3)
2
where Ns is the number of spans in the link, FEDFA is the
amplifier noise figure in linear units, h is Planck’s constant,
v is the carrier frequency, Bch is the channel bandwidth and
Aspan = 10(αLspan )/10 are the transmission losses in one span.
The NLI noise power was estimated using the Gaussian noise (GN) model [28], [29]. The GN model describes
non-linear propagation in dispersion uncompensated coherent transmission systems and assumes that fiber nonlinearities can be modeled as additive white Gaussian noise that
combines incoherently with ASE noise. The non-linear interference noise power was estimated using [31]:
ηASE =

ηNLI = Ns p3in ηNLIss ,

(4)

where ηNLIss is the NLI noise power in a single span given
by [28] ηNLIss = GNLI (f )Bch . The term GNLI (f ) is the NLI
power spectral density [29]:
Z ∞Z ∞
2
GNLI (f ) = 2γ
GTx (f1 )GTx (f2 )GTx (f1 + f2 − f )
−∞ −∞
2

1 − e−2αLspan ej4π β2 L(f1 −f )(f2 −f )
df 1 df 2 , (5)
×
2α − j4π 2 β2 (f1 − f )(f2 − f )
2

where γ is the fiber nonlinearity coefficient, β2 is the group
velocity dispersion coefficient, and GTx (f ) is the power spectral density of the overall WDM transmitted channels. For a
detailed derivation Eq. 5 the reader is referred to [29, Sec. IV].
The fiber parameters used for the calculations of the maximum achievable reach used throughout this work are shown
in Table 1. The used parameters correspond to a standard single mode fiber (SMF), compiling with the ITU-T G.652 recommendations [32].
For simplicity, we assume that the optical reference bandwidth is equal to the symbol rate. Under this assumption,
and using a matched filter at the receiver, inter-symbol
interference (ISI) remains absent, the relation between the
SNR and the OSNR, using single-polarization, is given
by [30] OSNR = 1/2 × SNR.
At optimum launch power, the MAR is obtained. The
MAR is defined as the maximum number of spans that
can be transmitted for a BER threshold at optimum launch
power. The SNR is related to BER; in general, higher SNR
values allow for lower BER values. For example, quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation has a low SNR
VOLUME 8, 2020

TABLE 2. Required OSNR for various modulation formats to achieve a
certain quality of transmission.

requirement, which implies that a long transmission distance
is possible. On the other hand, higher quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) constellations can carry more traffic, but
with higher SNR requirements, they reach shorter distances.
Modulation formats considered here are BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM, and 64-QAM, each with a BER
threshold of 10−6 , 10−9 , and 10−12 . To estimate the required
SNR to satisfy the BER thresholds the following relationship
was used [33]:
s
!
1
SNR 1ref
BER3−PSK = erfc
,
(6)
2
λ Bch


1
1
BER3−QAM =
1− √
λ
3
s
!
3 SNR 1ref
,
(7)
·erfc
2(3 − 1) Bch
where BER3−PSK and BER3−QAM represent the BER
obtained using PSK and QAM, respectively, with a constellation of cardinality 3. λ represents the bits encoded
in each constellation symbol, such that 3 = 2λ . From
equations 6 and 7, the SNR was obtained using the inverse
complementary error function for each modulation format.
Table 2 presents the required OSNR to achieve the BER
thresholds and the bit-rate carried by each modulation format
on a WDM channel using a single FSU.
Finally, using the OSNR thresholds from Table 2, the MAR
was obtained. The MAR for each modulation format is shown
in Table 3. This maximum reach represents the distance constraint in the modulation level selection in the BER-adaptive
RMLSA algorithm proposed.
128023
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TABLE 3. Maximum achievable reach (MAR) for modulation formats and
BERs under study for a used bandwidth of C = 320 FSUs.

TABLE 4. Spectrum requirements in terms of FSUs and GHz for each bit
rate and modulation format pair.

FIGURE 3. NSFnet network topology with the lengths of every optical link
(in km).

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we illustrate the performance of our
BER-Adaptive proposal by comparing its output with several
fixed BER thresholds approaches using 10−12 , 10−9 , and
10−6 values for their BER bounds on the NSFNet network
topology (shown in Figure 3). Remark that, these BER values
are standard bounds found in the literature [18], [19], [21].
The BER-adaptive RMLSA performance was evaluated
using an event-discrete simulator based on C++. The simulation was made to represent how elastic optical networks behave, emulating the network operation and its
technological restrictions. Each event on the simulator represents a connection request or release. Each connection
requirement (defined by a source-destination pair and a
bit rate) follows an ON-OFF traffic model. ON and OFF
periods are exponentially distributed, with mean values
denoted by tON and tOFF , respectively. Observe that we
address here the general case where the traffic load is
assumed the same for all users, the so-called homogeneous
situation.
All network users have different bit-rate demands, which
are generated arbitrarily. The procedure chooses randomly
between 10, 40, 100, 400, and 1000 Gbps values. Remark that
we use the same seed in order to obtain the same random bit-rate requests. To translate the bit-rate demands
to spectrum requirements, Table 4 illustrates the spectrum
requirements in terms of the number of FSU and GHz for
each bit-rate and modulation format combination. Then, for
a given transmission request, the simulation computes the
bandwidth demand based on the user bit-rate request and the
best possible modulation format if the communication distance does not exceed the maximum achievable reach (MAR)
displayed in Table 3.
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We performed these simulations for different traffic loads,
bit-rates, modulation formats, and the number of regenerators per node. Table 5 shows the values of the relevant parameters needed to perform the different simulation
scenarios.
A. PERFORMANCE METRICS

The most critical metric on dynamic networks is the blocking
probability, which is the chance of rejection for a given communication request. In wide-area optical networks, the blocking probability depends on two situations in the network.
First, a possible lack of available resources on the user path
in terms of FSU, thus, a capacity-related blocking probability. We denote this as Capacity Blocking (CB). Second,
for a given transmission request, despite the routing strategy,
the chosen path may be too long with no regenerator devices
available on the path, resulting in a reach-based blocking
probability. We called it Reach Blocking (RB). Therefore,
the overall blocking probability (B) can be computed as:
B = CB + RB.

(8)
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TABLE 5. Simulation parameters.

Remark that this methodology distributes the modulation
level used by the user path length measured as the number of
links.
Next, the analysis of the results for the proposed
BER-Adaptive RMLSA compared to fixed BER RMLSA
strategies is presented. First, the case considering nodes without regenerator devices denoted as the Transparent case is
studied. Second, the case taking into account regenerators on
the network nodes, called Translucent case, is presented.
B. TRANSPARENT CASE

Some new performance metrics to evaluate the proposed
BER-adaptive algorithm and compare it to Fixed BER
approaches have been included. To evaluate the proportion
of chosen modulation format on the strategies analyzed here,
we foresee two possible cases: no-regenerator scenarios and
considering one (or more) 3R regenerators per node. In a
no-regenerator scenario, evaluating the proportion of modulation format used in the network is a straightforward task.
Let R be the list of successful connection requests made
by all the users of the networks, with cardinality R. Then,
consider the subset RMj , with RMj ⊂ R, as the subset of
request using the j-th modulation format in M, this is Mj ,
with cardinality RMj . This definition is applied to all the
modulation formats listed in Table 5. Evidently, this leads to
the following:
X
R=
RMj .
(9)
∀Mj ∈M

Then, to compute the proportion of modulation format used
in the network, we compute:
PPMj =

RMj
.
R

(10)

On the other hand, in a scenario with 3R regenerator
devices installed on some network nodes, some user request
may use a given modulation format for the first segment of
the path, and a different one on the remaining segment. Then,
to accurately assess the proportion of modulation format used
in the network, we do as follows.
Let Hr be the length on the path used by the r-th request
measured as the number of links, and Hr (Mj ) be the number
of links of the r-th request using the Mj . Then, to compute
the proportion of the chosen modulation level in the network,
we compute:
P
Hr (Mj )
∀r∈RMj
Hr .
PPMj =
.
(11)
R
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Here we present the case where no regeneration is taking
place on the network focusing on the performance of the
strategies in a transparent case.
Figure 4 presents the results of the BER-Adaptive approach
and the Fixed BER strategies with 10−12 , 10−9 , and 10−6
BER thresholds with 0 regenerators deployed on the network
nodes. The first chart (a) presents the blocking probability B
obtained using the mentioned approaches as a function of the
traffic load of the network users. The second one (b) presents
the contribution to the blocking probability made by reach
(RB) or capacity (CB) blocking for each approach. The third
chart (c) presents the proportion of users achieving a BER
better than 10−12 , 10−9 , and 10−6 on the BER-Adaptive
scheme. Finally, the fourth chart (d) presents the proportion
of users using 16QAM, 8QAM, QPSK, and BPSK as a modulation format for all the studied RMLSA strategies. Figure 4
illustrates that in this network, modulation formats with order
higher than 16-QAM are not needed since link distances are
in general long due to the NSFNet topology.
As shown in Figure 4, the blocking probability B decreases
when the BER threshold is relaxed for fixed BER approaches.
In this scenario our proposal obtains similar blocking probability compared to the approach with a fixed BER of 10−6 .
For a traffic load of 0.3, blocking probabilities of 1.14 · 10−2
and 7.80 · 10−3 were obtained for the proposed method and
the fixed BER of 10−6 approach, respectively. These results
can be explained since strict BER thresholds, such as BER
10−9 and 10−12 , are mainly blocked by reach. This occurs
because those QoT thresholds are too strict for the users to
achieve communication in the NSFNet network, see MAR
in Table 3. Our BER-Adaptive proposal performs similar
to the BER 10−6 strategy in terms of reach blocking, but
the capacity blocking is a slightly higher, as exemplified
in Figure 4 chart b), for a traffic load of 0.3 (CB = 1.34·10−3
and CB = 1.11 · 10−3 for BER-Adaptive and BER 10−6
strategies, respectively).
The difference between BER-Adaptive and BER 10−6
strategies can be understood from Figure 4 charts c) and
d). Our approach ensures approximately a 57% transmissions with BER 10−12 or better, and a 14% extra with 10−9
or better, however, BER-Adaptive performs more transmissions using BPSK compared to the fixed BER 10−6 . This
situation shows that users require more capacity to transmit on the network since BPSK demands more FSU than
any other modulation level for a fixed transmission rate.
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FIGURE 4. Results obtained for 0 regenerators per node case. (a) Blocking probability as function of the user’s traffic load. (b) Different
contributions of blocked connection requirements due to reach or capacity considering a traffic load equal to 0.3. (c) Proportion of different BER
threshold used in the Adaptive algorithm. (d) Proportion of different modulation formats used for the studied algorithms considering a traffic load
of 0.3.

This conclusion explains the higher capacity blocking probability of the BER-Adaptive scheme versus the BER 10−6 .
These results are explained since the BER-Adaptive algorithm prioritizes a better QoT over the bandwidth efficiency
of the modulation format.
C. TRANSLUCENT CASE

In this subsection, we present the general case where several
regeneration devices are deployed on the network nodes.
Figure 5 shows the outcomes of the BER-Adaptive
approach and the Fixed BER strategies with 10−12 ,
10−9 , and 10−6 BER thresholds considering 3 regenerators per node. The first chart (a) illustrates the blocking
128026

probability B obtained by the previous strategies as a function
of the user’s mean traffic load. The second chart (b) presents
the contribution to the blocking probability made by reach
(RB) or capacity (CB) blocking to the approaches analyzed
here. The third chart (c) shows the proportion of users achieving a BER better than 10−12 , 10−9 , and 10−6 on our proposal.
The last chart (d) presents the proportion of users using
16QAM, 8QAM, QPSK, and BPSK as a modulation level on
the RMLSA schemes.
Similarly, Figure 6 illustrates the results of the
BER-Adaptive and Fixed BER strategies with 10−12 , 10−9 ,
and 10−6 BER thresholds considering 5 regenerators per
network node, with the same charts as the previous Figure.
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FIGURE 5. Results obtained for 3 regenerators per node case. (a) Blocking probability as function of the user’s traffic load. (b) Different
contributions of blocked connection requirements due to reach or capacity considering a traffic load equal to 0.3. (c) Proportion of different BER
threshold used in the Adaptive algorithm. (d) Proportion of different modulation formats used for the studied algorithms considering a traffic load
of 0.3.

First of all, we can contrast the a) charts from Figures 4, 5,
and 6 and visualize that deploying regenerators decreases
the blocking probability. For instance, Table 6 displays the
blocking probability achieved by our BER-Adaptive proposal
and the fixed BER methods with 0, 3, and 5 regenerators per
node, for a standard value of traffic load (% = 0.3 [4]). As displayed in Table 6, despite the method analyzed, the blocking
probability decreases when regenerators are added. This situation can be explained since regenerator devices allow to
increase the number of users reaching their destinations, thus
decreasing the reach blocking probability (RB). Also, these
devices allow users to choose a more complex modulation
level since it is easier to reach their destination nodes, thus
VOLUME 8, 2020

demanding in general less capacity in terms of FSU, and
therefore decreasing the capacity blocking probability (CB).
On another note, in both Figures 5 and 6, we can see that,
again, on relaxing the BER thresholds, the blocking probability decreases on the fixed BER techniques. In Figure 5,
the BER-Adaptive proposal performs slightly better than the
fixed BER 10−6 strategy. As a matter of fact, in Figure 6,
we can see that the blocking probability decreases even
more for the BER-Adaptive method. This behavior can be
attributed mainly to the reduction of RB, as seen in chart b)
in Figures 5 and 6. Additionally, in both figures, the blocking
probability for BER 10−9 and BER 10−12 strategies are
primarily due to the reach blocking probability despite the use
128027
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FIGURE 6. Results obtained for 5 regenerators per node case. (a) Blocking probability as function of the user’s traffic load. (b) Different
contributions of blocked connection requirements due to reach or capacity considering a traffic load equal to 0.3. (c) Proportion of different BER
threshold used in the Adaptive algorithm. (d) Proportion of different modulation formats used for the studied algorithms considering a traffic load
of 0.3.

of regeneration devices in the network nodes. As illustrated
in chart c) from Figures 5 and 6, for the BER-Adaptive case,
roughly 80% of the connections guarantee a BER of 10−12 ,
and almost 100% of them ensure a BER of 10−9 for a traffic
load value of % = 0.3. Consequently, the BER-Adaptive
strategy achieves a high quality of transmission with low
blocking probability.
Comparing the BER-Adaptive and BER 10−6 approaches
in Figure 5 chart b), we can see that they perform similarly in
a traffic load equal to 0.3. However, the blocking situations
differ since the BER-Adaptive proposal incurs in less reach
blocking and more capacity blocking than fixed BER 10−6
technique. Figure 6 shows even more differences between
128028

the BER-Adaptive strategy compared to fixed BER threshold
methods. The blocking probability of our proposal is considerably lower than any other approach, even compared to the
BER 10−6 approach.
To understand these differences, we add Tables 7 and 8,
illustrating the number of transparent and translucent connections achieved by the BER-Adaptive and BER 10−6
techniques using 3 and 5 regenerator devices per node,
respectively. The main difference is the number of transparent connections established. The fixed BER 10−6 approach
establishes 9.92 · 106 (99.23%) and 9.79 · 106 (97.94%)
transparent successful connections using 3 and 5 regenerator
devices per node. This conduct occurs due to BER 10−6
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 6. Blocking Probability obtained by BER-Adaptive and fixed BER
approaches with 0, 3 and 5 regenerators per node for a traffic load of
% = 0.3.

TABLE 7. The number of established connections for each available
route k, using 3 regenerators by node.

technique defines a very relaxed BER threshold, which can be
achieved by almost every connection request, but the largest
ones (in km). Therefore, the BER 10−6 strategy has low
regenerator device usage.
On the other hand, the BER-Adaptive approach establishes
5.84·106 (58.4%) and 3.72·106 (37.27%) transparent connections with 3 and 5 regenerator devices per node, respectively
(as seen in Table 7 and 8). This performance is justified by
the nature of the BER-Adaptive algorithm, which prioritizes
the use of a strict BER threshold, in order to maintain a high
quality of transmission (QoT), relying more on the use of
regenerator devices (it successfully communicates 4.14 · 106
and 6.26 · 106 translucent connections for 3 and 5 regenerators per device cases). Only when no regeneration devices
are available on the selected path, BER-Adaptive tries to
establish communication using a less strict BER threshold.
Consequently, high regenerator usage decreases the reach
blocking probability and increases the use of highly efficient
modulation formats. In Figures 5 and 6 chart d), we can
conclude that, while extending the number of regenerator
devices, the number of connections using complex modulation increases. For instance, a 14% of connections use
16QAM modulation format with 5 regenerators per device,
compared with a 9% for the 3 regenerators per node case, and
a 5% in the transparent case. Nevertheless, for long connections, the preference for a strict BER threshold restricts the
modulation formats available to the ones with low efficiency.
Then, these users demand a larger number of FSU, increasing
the capacity blocking probability.
V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a novel BER-adaptive solution to
solve the routing, modulation format, and spectrum assignment (RMLSA) problem for wide-area elastic optical networks. Our proposal customizes the bit-error-rate (BER)
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TABLE 8. The number of established connections for each available
route k, using 5 regenerators by node.

threshold adaptively, increasing the chance to transmit -even
in long-distance connections- with the strictest BER and the
most efficient modulation format possible. However, in widearea networks, the accumulation of physical layer impairments (PLI) limits the possibility of achieving transparent
transmissions. Then, we consider the use of one 3R regeneration device per connection request.
Numerical examples compare the BER-Adaptive strategy
with standard fixed BER threshold criteria, using 10−6 , 10−9 ,
and 10−12 BER values. In a nutshell, our proposal achieves
similar (and sometimes better) blocking probability than the
more relaxed BER threshold value (10−6 ), but ensures a much
higher quality of transmissions to most of the connection
request. For instance, in a 0 regenerator scenario, 60% and
75% of the connection requests guarantee a BER of 10−12
and 10−9 , respectively. On the other hand, with regeneration
devices, 90% and 99% of the connection request guarantee a
BER of 10−12 and 10−9 , respectively.
The results show the importance of using 3R regeneration devices, and to adjust the BER thresholds adaptively to
maximize the successful connection rate in wide-area elastic
optical networks. This way, we can find a balance between
the quality level of each transmission request and the quality
of service offered to each network user.
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